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Abstract 
The data paper is an emerging academic genre that responds to the rising importance of data in the scientific 
enterprise. It is a type of academic publication that focuses on the description of data objects. With a large number 
of data papers published in recent years, it is critical to understand their presence in the scholarly communication 
system. Our project aims to achieve this goal by investigating the rhetorical functions played by data papers, as a 
means to understand their scientific-rhetorical characteristics. This research-in-progress paper reports preliminary 
results from this project. In this work, we expanded an established classification system of rhetorical moves in 
research article abstracts to make it applicable to data paper abstracts. We further applied this system to classify 
all sentences in 360 abstracts of data papers in two leading data journals, Scientific Data and Data in Brief. We 
identified four new rhetorical moves specific to data papers and examined how all rhetorical moves are distributed 
across the two journals. This work illustrates some important characteristics of data papers as a rhetorical device 
and informs future research directions towards a more comprehensive appreciation of data papers in the scientific 
system. 

Introduction 
Data have risen to be one of the most prominent epistemic objects in the scientific enterprise 
(Silvello, 2018; Wynholds, 2011). The growing amount of data paves ways for new research 
questions and methods as well as large-scale scientific collaborations (Hey et al., 2009). All 
these changes, in return, require higher transparency of data in the scholarly ecosystem, as 
summarized into the FAIR Principles of research data stewardship, i.e., research data should be 
findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (Wilkinson et al., 2016). 
One approach to addressing the new needs for research data in the scholarly system is through 
the concept of data publication. Data publication refers to the pipeline through which data are 
transformed into discrete, well-documented, publishable, and citable objects (Parsons & Fox, 
2013). An implementation of this concept that is gaining momentum is to publish data objects 
as academic papers, as shown in the emerging academic genre of data papers. A data paper is 
defined as a “scholarly publication of a searchable metadata document describing a particular 
online accessible dataset, or a group of datasets, published in accordance with the standard 
academic practices” (Chavan & Penev, 2011, p. 3). 
Data papers are becoming more popular from the mid-2010s, partly supported by the 
establishment of journals dedicated to this genre, or data journals. Candela and colleagues’ 
survey (2015) identified seven dedicated data journals and over a hundred academic journals 
accepting data papers along with research articles. One of the earliest exclusively data journals 
is Earth System Science Data that was founded in 2009 (Pfeiffenberger & Carlson, 2011). In 
2014, the journal Scientific Data was developed by Nature Publishing Group (Hrynaszkiewicz 
& Shintani, 2014) and Data in Brief by Elsevier (Thelwall, 2020), both later grew into the most 
important exclusively data journals in the market (Walters, 2020). 



Given the short history of data papers, we are still far from a clear understanding of their 
presence in the scholarly communication system. One critical aspect of this knowledge is how 
these publications are constructed differently from research articles from a rhetorical 
perspective, as textual features of scientific publications bear strong theoretical implications 
towards the publication and communication of scientific knowledge (Small, 1982). In this 
regard, data papers offer a valuable site to observe the diversity of scientific rhetoric. On the 
one hand, data papers have distinct purposes from research articles: they are only supposed to 
describe the datasets per se, instead of offering information about the research design and results 
(Callaghan et al., 2012), which is reflected in the distinct content requirements by data journals 
(Kim, 2020). On the other hand, data papers inevitably share many similarities with research 
articles, as both genres are produced in the same scholarly system and highly similar research 
contexts (Li et al., 2020). However, how these two genres are compared with each other has 
never been examined by empirical studies.  
The present project aims to fill this gap by evaluating various aspects of rhetoric in data papers 
and investigate how they are connected to the roles played by data publications in scholarly 
communication. In the present work, we report our preliminary findings by identifying and 
classifying rhetorical moves in abstracts of a selected sample of data papers in two flagship data 
journals, Scientific Data and Data in Brief. The rhetorical move is commonly defined as a 
“discoursal or rhetorical unit that performs a coherent communicative function in a written or 
spoken discourse” (Swales, 2004, p. 268). Thus, by identifying rhetorical moves in data papers, 
we strive to understand what rhetorical units and functions are included in this academic genre. 
These goals will ultimately produce deeper knowledge of the new, data-driven mode of 
knowledge production represented in data publications and more effective extraction of data-
related information from these publications. Specifically, the following two questions are 
pursued in this research-in-progress paper: 
RQ1: What rhetorical moves are used in abstracts of data papers? This question aims to 
examine all rhetorical moves used in data paper abstracts and identify new moves that are 
specific to data-related contexts. We used the manual coding method and applied a modified 
classification system to identify all moves from abstracts of a selected sample of data papers. 
RQ2: How are these moves distributed in the two data journals? This question strives to 
understand the cross-journal differences in the use of rhetorical moves. In this preliminary 
study, we only connected the differences to the journal policies concerning abstracts to draw 
preliminary explanations. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Method section discusses our data sample. 
This is followed by the section (“Classification of rhetorical moves in abstracts”) modified the 
classification system of rhetorical moves and used it in manual coding. The Results and 
discussion section illustrates preliminary results based on the classification, which is followed 
by Conclusions addressing implications of our results and the next steps of this project. 

Method 
In this research-in-progress paper, we only used data papers included in Scientific Data and 
Data in Brief, two domain-independent flagship data journals, from Scopus on November 15, 
2020. While both journals were categorized as exclusively data journals by Stuart (2017), they 
may contain document types beyond data papers, especially comments and reviews. We 
removed all other document types and retrieved 7,712 data papers from these journals, with 
6,335 from Data in Brief and 1,377 from Scientific Data.  
These two journals were selected due to the following reasons. First, they are the two leading, 
domain-independent exclusively data journals based on the journal impact factor, the number 
of publications, and the presence in empirical studies (Kim, 2020; Stuart, 2017). Second, both 
journals were founded in 2014, which facilitates meaningful comparisons over time. Third, 



these journals have a few differences in the author guideline, which can shed light on the 
diversity of data papers. Based on these reasons, we believe our sample is able to reflect how 
data papers in a broad array of research domains are composed. 
This preliminary study focuses on the journal policies of the paper abstract, which are 
summarized in Table 1. While rules on both journals are similarly worded, especially what 
should and should not be included in the paper abstract, one major difference is that Scientific 
Data directly states that no reference should be cited in the abstract.  

Table 1. Abstracted-related policies from the two journals 

Scientific Data1 Data in Brief2 
- They should succinctly describe the 
study, the assay(s) performed, the 
resulting data and their reuse potential. 
- It should not make any claims regarding 
new scientific findings. 
- No references are allowed in this section. 

- Concisely describes the 
data, its collection process, 
analysis and reuse potential. 
- Do not: provide 
conclusions, results, or 
mention the word ‘study’. 

 
We selected all data papers published between 2015 and 2020, as both journals were founded 
in 2014 and there are not enough papers to be analyzed in that year. To enable a more 
meaningful comparison between the journals, we used a stratified sampling approach where we 
take 30 publications for each journal in each year. There are finally 360 data papers in our 
sample for manual classification, to be described in the next section. 
We used the NLTK package of the Python language (Loper & Bird, 2002) to parse paper 
abstracts into sentences. A total of 2,182 sentences were parsed from all selected data papers.  

Classification of rhetorical moves in abstracts 
We classified all parsed sentences based on its rhetorical function(s) in the texts. For this 
purpose, we modified the classification scheme of rhetorical moves in research article abstracts 
proposed by Hyland (2000) that is composed of Introduction, Purpose, Method, Product, and 
Conclusion.  
Based on existing empirical evidence, these moves are not sufficient for data papers, due to the 
distinct functions of the latter genre (Kim, 2020; Li & Chen, 2018). As a result, we expanded 
this system using 50 randomly-selected abstracts (from the original 7,712 papers), where two 
coders independently reviewed them to identify any additions to this system. In the end, we 
added four new rhetorical moves that are specific to data papers to Hyland’s scheme. Our 
modified scheme is illustrated in Table 2, with the four added categories highlighted. Moreover, 
we changed Product into Results in our scheme, even though we retained its original definition. 

Table 2. The new classification of rhetorical moves in data paper abstracts 

Move Definition 
Introduction Context of the papers 

Purpose Purpose or intention of the paper/research 
Method Research design, procedure, assumptions, approach of the study 
Results Main findings or results 

Conclusion Interpretations of the results beyond the scope of paper 
Data description Description of the data object that is the topic of the paper 

Data uses How the data object is supposed to be used or its implications 

 
1 https://www.nature.com/sdata/publish/submission-guidelines 
2 https://www.elsevier.com/journals/data-in-brief/2352-3409/guide-for-authors 



Data accessibility How to get access to the data object 
Related research article The research article to which the data object is connected. 

 
In this classification system, we specifically separated moves that are focused on the data object 
per se and those on the research behind the data object, as the data-research dichotomy is an 
important distinction between data papers and research articles. In the former group, four added 
categories specifically focus on any information about the data object being described in the 
data paper. Examples of these four categories are given below: 

• Data description: “The data presented here represents the detailed comparative 
abundances of diverse groups of biomass hydrolyzing enzymes including cellulases, 
hemicellulases, lignin degrading enzymes, and peptidases and proteases; and their post 
translational modification like deamidation.” (Adav et al., 2015) 

• Data uses: “These unique data sets can be used by the wider community to implement 
analog approaches for characterizing reservoir and aquifer formations.” (Bayer et al., 
2015) 

• Data availability: “For public access, mass spectrometry raw data are available via 
ProteomeXchange with identifier PXD002153.” (Sikulu et al., 2015) 

• Related research article: “This paper provides data in support of the research article 
entitled ‘DPF2 regulates OCT4 protein level and nuclear distribution’.” (Liu et al., 
2015) 

On the other hand, while some traditional rhetorical moves are supposed to be used in the data 
paper abstracts, especially Introduction and Method, moves like Results and Conclusion are 
clearly discouraged to be used based on the journal policies in Table 1. 
Using the modified classification scheme, two coders independently classified all sentences. 
The intercoder reliability between the two coders is 0.706, indicating a good agreement (Landis 
& Koch, 1977). All differences between the coders were resolved before data were analyzed. 
In our coding, we allowed the co-existence of multiple moves in the same sentence, given the 
complexity of human language. In our final result, we identified 77 sentences with two moves. 
We used a fractional counting method for these sentences in the next section, with a sentence 
being counted as 0.5 for each move its covers. 

Results and discussion 
Table 3 summarizes the counts of sentences and papers with the nine moves. The table shows 
that Introduction, Method, Data description, and Data uses are the most frequently used moves 
on both the sentence- and paper-levels. This group of moves is composed of both research- and 
data-oriented functions. A notable finding, contrasting to the journal policies, is that Results 
and Conclusion are often used in abstracts, especially that more than 50% of articles have at 
least one Results sentence. Following our previous work (Li et al., 2020), this finding, again, 
sheds doubt on the boundaries between research articles and data papers. 

Table 3. Counts of sentences and papers with moves 

Move # Sentences (fractional 
count; n = 2,182) # Papers (n = 360) Sentences 

per paper 
Introduction 514 217 2.37 

Method 527 249 2.12 
Data description 357 233 1.53 

Data uses 227.5 188 1.21 
Results 185.5 97 1.91 
Purpose 149 139 1.07 

Related research article 89.5 90 0.99 



Conclusion 67.5 52 1.30 
Data availability 61 67 0.91 

 
It is also worth noting that when these moves are used in a paper, there is a large variance in 
terms of the number of sentences with the specific move. For example, Introduction and Method 
have over two sentences per abstract as compared to Related research article and Data 
availability with lower than one. The latter moves have fewer than one sentence per abstract 
because they can be co-used with other moves in the same sentence. One obvious explanation 
for such differences is the different amounts of details related to all rhetorical moves: research-
oriented moves tend to be richer in details than their data-oriented counterparts. 
A major interest of this paper is to investigate how the rhetorical moves are used differently 
across the two journals. Table 3 illustrates the number of papers with specific moves in the two 
journals. There are two stark differences between the journals. First and foremost, Related 
research article is only used in Data in Brief. This can be explained by the fact that nearly all 
such sentences are accompanied by an in-text citation, which is disallowed by Scientific Data. 
Second, both Introduction and Data uses are adopted much more heavily in Scientific Data than 
Data in Brief. For both moves, their different usages in these journals cannot be explained by 
policies concerning paper abstracts, but these may be connected to the journals’ different paper 
structures and peer review criteria, which warrants a future research. 

Table 3. Counts of papers with moves in the data journals (for each journal, n = 180) 

Move Scientific Data Data in Brief 
Introduction 141 76 

Method 119 130 
Data description 132 101 

Data uses 135 53 
Results 45 52 
Purpose 62 77 

Related research article 0 90 
Conclusion 23 29 

Data availability 36 31 
 
Moreover, we also examined how these moves are used in these journals over time. A few key 
findings emerge from Figure 1. First, most of the moves are used similarly in both journals and 
consistently used over time. Second, for the three moves that are used differently across the two 
journals, there seems to be a generally converging trend between the journals. For example, the 
use of Related research article has been decreasing in Data in Brief over time and the opposite 
trend can be observed for Data uses.  



 
Figure 1. Number of papers with specific moves over time by journal 

 

Conclusions 
This research-in-progress paper is part of our larger research project aiming to investigate the 
rhetoric in data papers, so as to better locate this new academic genre in the scholarly 
communication system. One step towards this broad goal is to evaluate the differences between 
data papers and research articles in terms of used rhetorical moves. In this work, we present 
some preliminary findings concerning how rhetorical moves are used in data paper abstracts in 
two prominent data journals, Scientific Data and Data in Brief. We expanded an existing 
classification system of rhetorical moves in research article abstracts and identified four extra 
moves that are commonly used in the data-oriented contexts: Data description, Data uses, Data 
accessibility, and Related research article. We found that Data description is among the most 
frequently used rhetorical moves in our sample, along with Introduction and Method. Moreover, 
we also identified some notable differences in the use of rhetorical moves between the two 
journals, some of which can be explained by the differences in their journal policies about paper 
abstracts.  
This work serves as a pointer to some important research directions to be pursued during the 
next steps of this project. First, it is important to connect the use of rhetorical moves to broader 
journal policy contexts and the domains in which data papers are produced. For example, some 
differences in our results may be explained by the different paper structures in these journals. 
Second, the combination and order of rhetorical moves in the abstract are better indicators of 
the story being told in academic publications. As a result, they will be studied in our future 
work to better understand key characteristics of data papers as a rhetorical device. Moreover, 
we believe a broader selection of data journals will help to reveal the diversity of data 
publications in the different venues, which will also be considered in our future work. 
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